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COMBE DOWN HERITAGE SOCIETY
CHAIR’S REPORT 2019 - 2020
The Society has now completed its sixteenth year and we look back on another
interesting twelve months.
MEMBERSHIP
The Society’s membership remains steady with a small churn of members each
year. Over the year 2019/20 we lost 11 and gained 4 new members to bring the
total membership to 160, coming from 121 households.
TALKS TO MEMBERS AND VISITORS
We had some excellent presentations (nine in all) across a wide range of subjects
including Mediaeval Bath (Steve Pratt), The Revd Francis Pocock of Monkton Combe
(Jacqueline Burrows), The Story of Cross Engineering (Rodney Cross), The
Somersetshire Coal Canal (Roger Halse), The Origins of Newton Park (Dr Kate
James), and Secret Underground Cities (Nick McCamley). In October we had a
welcome return to our My House theme when Tim Lunt revealed the history of
Welford House, 141 Church Road. Our December Christmas Cracker was an
excellent presentation with music from Jill Woodhead, Sue West, and friends,
about Frederick Weatherly, former resident of Belmont Road, who wrote Danny
Boy and many other songs.
All the talks were well-researched and illustrated and the speakers kept us
entertained and informed. Our thanks go to them all for their time and effort, most
often freely given.
Attendance at our meetings has been strong throughout the year as the quality of
the subjects and presentation continues to be good. We regularly see more than
fifty people attending and had a record number (more than 100) to hear Nick
McCamley in February.
TREASURER’S REPORT YEAR ENDED 26 FEBRUARY 2020
Under Jon Wrigley’s watchful eye the Society’s financial position remains sound.
See accounts attached. (Please note that because of the lockdown the usual audit
has yet to be completed. We will let you know if anything changes when it is)
Income
Income has held up very well this year with several of the talks attracting a good
number of non-members, as well as a generally good turnout from members.
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Last year’s income benefitted from the publication of Jill Woodhead’s book A
Village of Schools, and there continues to be a steady number of sales.
We were fortunate this year to gain access to the Co-Op’s Community Fund to
which we applied for £500 towards the archiving costs for our collections. We were
delighted eventually to receive over £1,700 derived from money spent in the two
Co-Op stores at Combe Down and at Bradford Road. The Committee has agreed
that all this additional funding should be allocated to future archiving costs.
Expenditure
Our cost base has remained static overall, although there has been an increase in
the amount paid for speakers’ fees/donations and we have begun spending the CoOp donation on archiving materials.
Cash
Our overall Bank position shows a healthy balance in excess of £9,000. During the
year, the Committee agreed a Reserves Policy to ensure cash is used to support the
stated objectives of the Society. Beyond a provision for two years’ general running
costs and the Society’s own ongoing projects, and now the allocation to archiving
costs, we plan to make appropriate donations to Combe Down-based community
heritage projects. We have an agreed procedure for determining which projects
qualify for what levels of funding.
SOCIAL MEDIA
We continue to work on our social media presence, with a Facebook page and
Twitter account and our website receiving a reasonable number of hits. If you use
social media, please like and follow our pages so you can receive and share
information easily! Our thanks to those who already do this and to those who
contribute material. Especial thanks to those who have taken the plunge and used
our online bookshop!
OUTSIDE EVENTS. These have been limited to just two talks to other groups this
year on aspects of the history of our village. These provide a small but useful
income to the Society.
PUBLICATIONS
We continue to sell our books and maps at meetings, through our on-line shop and
at the Museum of Bath Stone and through other heritage outlets in the city. Sales
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of the Society’s publications remain an area where we would benefit greatly from
an additional pair of hands and volunteers would be very welcome.
LIFE HISTORIES
The Life Histories Project for Combe Down continues to be open although no
interviews have been conducted recently. It is likely that we will move more
towards inviting residents to contribute their own life histories and memories of
Combe Down in writing, rather than conducting interviews.
ARCHIVE
Our thanks go to David Bishop and Paul Reed who have continued with the huge
task of organising, conserving and recording our growing collection of documents,
books, maps and artefacts in the archive under the Museum of Bath Stone. Our
collection continues to grow with contributions from many sources and in many
forms.
During the past year we have continued our detailed work of interpreting,
describing and recording the material that make up the collection. Our main tasks
have been working through paperwork, photos, slides and documents, listing each
item, preserving them appropriately and itemising them individually in the records’
database. On a regular basis we have received ‘new’ items, which include
newspaper cuttings and books and more importantly, public donations and
collections. We have itemised and preserved all our various exhibition materials in
protective boxes for future use. We have installed more racking in the archive area
where we have mounted several large stone saws and other old quarrying tools.
Most recently we have been working on one of the largest parts of the collection
which was that donated by Lynn Willies. This comprises mostly original paperwork
and working maps resulting from a survey of the Firs and Byfield mines prior to
their stabilisation. This collection is multi-faceted and extensive, but we are
making good progress.
COMMITTEE
The committee is considering how best to secure the future of the society. The
Secretary and Treasurer are retiring after the AGM but to date no-one has come
forward to replace them. We will continue to search but, in the meantime, we are
considering options to merge all or part of what we do with other groups.
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Committee members for the year 1999 – 2020 were:
 Brandi Hall-Crossgrove: Chair
 Simon Burrows: Hon Secretary*
 Jon Wrigley: Hon Treasurer*
 Tim Lunt
 Dave Bishop
 Peter Davis
 Sophie Pandit
 Dick Irving
*not standing for election at the 2020 AGM.
FINALLY
We continue to lobby on issues affecting our heritage, from the future of our
allotments to raising awareness of the damage being done to the Grade 2 John
Wood pillars at the top of Ralph Allen Drive. As ever, we have several projects in
hand which progress, albeit slowly.
Our thanks go to Alan Garrett who audits our accounts for us and to graphic
designer David Taylor who very kindly works magic on our newsletters. Lastly my
thanks go to the Committee and to all our members for their continued support.

Brandi Hall-Crossgrove
Chair
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